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it greeted 'dear old boy*. It explained that it was going
down to Windsor by the 1.15 to play golf, and would return
that day, but didn't know whether it was expected to play
after lunch or after tea. It would ' love ', ' love ', ' love ' to do
something with Barlow in the evening. Time passed. It was
12.45 and anxiety for the train began. A friend came in,
evidently to join the Windsor excursion. Certain shopping had
to be done on the way to Paddington, but evidently this was
given up. A taxi was ordered, and it was ordered to be turned
in the direction of Piccadilly, and luggage was to be put in.
Then one cigarette was to be taken out of the cigarette box
and the box put in a certain bag. At last the voice left. What
change remained out of the sovereign, or how the voice would
get to Windsor, I don't know. By the way, to save time, the
cheque was filled up by a member of the staff so that the voice
should only have to sign it.
I came home by 6.38 and had three beef sandwiches at one
end of the journey, and some cold bread-and-butter pudding
at the other. I walked into Red Cross concert at Vicarage Hall,
and was instantly called on to sing a comic song, which I did.
Tuesday, May 2nd.
The MS. of " Helen with the High Hand " sold for £27 at the
Red Cross Sale at Christie's on Friday. This was the last day
of the sale. Bookseller Beaumont bought it.
Friday, May 5$.
London yesterday. Mair mysteriously telegraphed me to go to
an ' important' luncheon at the Garrick to meet a Swedish
author. During morning he telephoned that it would be at the
Savoy. The author was Brunius. Also present George Alex-
ander, H. B. Irving, W. L. Courtney, another Swede living in
England named Valentin, I think, and Hair's colleague Carnegie.
I had to sit next to Brunius. He seemed a very nice, sound,
provincial chap, with pretty bad English. But what the luncheon
was for, and why such a strange gathering, I haven't the least
idea. It was a Government luncheon, in a private room at the
Savoy. Brunius specialises in Shakespeare, and he had come
over for the celebrations.1 Alexander is very well preserved, and
1 The tercentenary of Shakespeare's death occurred on April 23 and
was celebrated by special performances, etc.
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